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Abstract—The aim of this paper is to address the maintenance optimization problem when the maintenance models encode stochastic processes, which rely on parameters that are imprecisely known, and when these parameters are only determined through information elicited from experts. A genetic algorithms (GA)-based technique is proposed to deal with such uncertainty setting; this approach requires addressing three main issues: i) the representation of the uncertainty in the parameters and its propagation onto the fitness values; ii) the development of a ranking method to sort the obtained uncertain fitness values, in case of single-objective optimization; and iii) the definition of Pareto dominance, for multi-objective optimization problems. A known hybrid Monte Carlo - Dempster-Shafer Theory of Evidence method is used to address the first issue, whereas two novel approaches are developed for the second and third issues. For verification, a practical case study is considered concerning the optimization of maintenance for the nozzle system of a turbine in the Oil & Gas industry.

Index Terms – Evidence theory, genetic algorithms, pareto dominance, maintenance optimization.

Acronyms and Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DSTE</td>
<td>Dempster-Shafer Theory of Evidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT</td>
<td>Possibility Theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBM</td>
<td>Condition Based Maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>Genetic Algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPA</td>
<td>Basic Probability Assignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC</td>
<td>Monte Carlo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAMS</td>
<td>Reliability, Availability, Maintainability, and Safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDF</td>
<td>Cumulative distribution Function</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notation

\[ F_{y^i}(y^i; \theta^i) \] Distribution of the uncertain variable \( Y^i \)
\[ W^t = \{W_1^t, \ldots, W_n^t\} \] Offspring population at step \( t \)
\[ X^t = \{X_1^t, \ldots, X_n^t\} \] GA population at step \( t \)
\[ Y^i = Y_1^i, \ldots, Y_k^i \] Vector of uncertain variables \( Y^i \)
\[ Z^i = (Z_1^i, \ldots, Z^i) \] Output variables of interest
\[ \theta^i = \{\theta_1^i, \ldots, \theta_{M^i}^i\} \] Vector of the \( M^i \) uncertain parameters of distribution \( F_{y^i} \)
\[ \Xi^i = \Xi_1^i, \ldots, \Xi^q_i, \ldots, \Xi^o_i \] Output vector of measures of \( Z \)
\[ \Xi^i_h = (\Xi_1^i_h, \ldots, \Xi^q_i_h, \ldots, \Xi^o_i_h) \] Output vector \( \Xi^i_h \) computed in correspondence of the \( h \)-th member of the current population
1 Introduction

In the last few decades, the economic relevance of maintenance has grown in all sectors of industry. Nowadays, establishing an optimal maintenance policy is a key factor for safety, production, and asset management; and is fundamental to guarantee competitiveness. Given the dimension, complexity, and economic relevance of the problem, maintenance optimization must be supported by modeling [1]. The behavior of the failure-degradation processes affecting the equipment, their impact on the system functionalities, the effects of the (possibly imperfect) maintenance actions on such processes, the maintenance decision rules, etc. are all examples of the facets that a reliable, precise, and robust maintenance model is expected to encode. See [1], [2], for surveys on and issues in maintenance modeling.

Generally speaking, the more complex the maintenance model, the larger the number of parameters it relies on. These parameters may be poorly known in real applications, due to a lack of real data collected during operation or properly designed tests, especially when dealing with new products and new technology. In these cases, the main source of information to estimate the model parameters becomes the experts’ judgment.

From these considerations, it emerges that maintenance models encode uncertainty. In the practice of reliability and maintenance engineering, uncertainty is usually divided into two constituent parts: i) the uncertainty due to the inherent variability of the phenomena of interest, which is referred to as aleatory uncertainty; and ii) the uncertainty due to lack of precise knowledge of quantities or processes of the system or the environment, which is usually named epistemic uncertainty [3]. The correct processing of both uncertainty types in the maintenance models is crucial [4], as witnessed by the large amount of literature produced on this topic. These works tackle the maintenance performance assessment issue in the presence of uncertainty from different perspectives.

- Probability distributions have been used to represent the uncertainty in the parameters of the stochastic models of the degradation mechanisms (e.g., [5], [6]). However, the capability of the probabilistic approach to represent the epistemic uncertainty associated with the expert judgments has been questioned [7]-[8].

- Fuzzy Logic ([9]) has been applied to address the cases in which the lack of knowledge concerns both the degradation model of a component and its parameters (e.g., [10]-[13]).

- Theoretical and computational methods have been developed to incorporate the imprecise parameters (e.g., represented by interval probabilities [14]-[17], fuzzy sets [18], possibility distributions [19]-[20], and probability assignments [21]-[22]) into Markov or semi-Markov models.

In spite of the interest in the correct representation and treatment of the aleatory and epistemic uncertainties in the maintenance models, it seems fair to say that the problem of how to use these models to optimize maintenance has not received the same attention. In practice, the maintenance optimization problem based on stochastic models (aleatory uncertainty), which rely on epistemically uncertain parameters, can be framed as a multi-objective optimization problem with uncertain objective functions (e.g., unavailability, cost, etc.). This problem is undoubtedly difficult [23], and a few approaches have been proposed in the literature to effectively tackle it. These approaches consider different frameworks for uncertainty representation: probability distributions [23]-[24], fuzzy sets [25]-[26], and plausibility and belief functions [27].

Also, the authors of this work have proposed methodologies in the framework of Possibility Theory (PT) [19]-[20], and Dempster-Shafer Theory of Evidence (DSTE) [21]-[22] to represent and propagate the uncertainty in the maintenance models. But these works have left open the issue of how to optimize a CBM policy based on the output of such models, which are pairs of plausibility and belief functions.

In this context, the objective of the present work is to propose a solution to that open issue, which is based on an enhancement of the GA technique. The proposed approach provides the maintenance decision maker with a set of
optimal maintenance settings, from which he or she can select the preferred one. In details, a hybrid MC-DSTE method is used to propagate the epistemic and aleatory uncertainties onto the fitness values, which turn out to be affected by noise and epistemic uncertainty. Then, a technique is proposed to rank the obtained noisy and uncertain fitness values in case of single objective problems. Finally, a generalization of the Pareto dominance concept is given in the multi-objective setting, which allows defining the Pareto optimal set. This set is at the basis of additional decision criteria to guide the decision maker in selecting the preferred solution. An application of the methodology to a practical case study is proposed, which concerns the optimization of the maintenance of the nozzle system of a turbine for the oil & gas industry.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the uncertainty setting in which this work is positioned. The ranking criterion and the Pareto dominance definition are introduced in Section 3, together with a brief literature review on the GA with uncertain fitness. The proposed GA approach is applied to the case study presented in Section 4. Concluding remarks are given in Section 5.

2 Uncertainty modeling and propagation

Consider a model \( Z = g(Y) \), where \( Z = (Z^1, \ldots, Z^o) \) is the vector of the \( O \) output variables of the model, and \( g(\cdot) \) is the function that links the output \( Z \) and the \( k \) uncertain variables \( Y^j, j = 1, 2, \ldots, k \), of the input vector \( Y \). Aleatory uncertainty on these variables is described by probability distributions \( F_y(y^j; \theta^j) \), where \( \theta^j = (\theta^{j1}, \ldots, \theta^{jM^j}) \) are vectors of \( M^j \) epistemically uncertain hyper-parameters, \( j = 1, 2, \ldots, k \). The values of these parameters are elicited from experts, in the form of intervals of plausible values. This situation is typical in industry. For example, it has been investigated in flood risk analysis [28], in reliability engineering [29], in rock engineering [30], and in maintenance engineering [21], [22], to cite a few.

Specifically to our maintenance optimization problem, \( g \) is the model of the life evolution of the component of interest, described by random variables \( (Y^j, j = 1, \ldots, k) \) such as the time of transition from a degradation state to another, the failure time, the repair duration, etc. For example, consider the discrete-state stochastic degradation model of Fig. 1, which would be a part of the overall maintenance model \( g(\cdot) \). There are three stochastic transitions, whose firing times are distributed according to \( F_{y^j}(y^j; \theta^j), j = 1, 2, 3 \). Each of these distributions (e.g., Weibull) depends on the set of parameters \( \theta^j, j = 1, \ldots, k \) (e.g., scale and shape parameters), whose values are provided by experts in the form of intervals to account for the uncertainty in their values. This degradation model has been used in different contexts; for example, to optimize maintenance strategies [21], [22], in support to reliability analysis [31], [32], [33], and in prognostics applications [34], as it provides an estimation of the remaining useful life of the component.

In addition to the considerations above, it is our experience that in some cases (e.g., the degradation behaviour of some components of the turbines used in the oil & gas industry [35]), the experts of the maintenance engineering department have a relatively precise knowledge about both the stochastic process to be used to model the evolution of the degradation mechanisms, and the values of their parameters, too. In details, the choice of the process is usually justified by physical considerations; for example, the corrosion mechanism affecting the nozzles of gas turbines is often modeled as a discrete-state, continuous time process. The observed aging dynamics of these components leads to considering the transition rates from a degradation state to a more degraded state as increasing in time. The Weibull distribution provides a flexible tool to model such behavior. The knowledge of the model parameters, instead, comes from the outcomes of the statistical analysis previously performed on similar systems, and on qualitative considerations about the impact that some influencing factors (e.g., work load, location, etc.) would have had on the degradation mechanism behavior. However, the experts are able to estimate the boundaries of the intervals they suppose contain the true values of the parameters, only. This consideration justifies the use of the DSTE to describe such epistemic uncertainty.
The variables $Z^1, \ldots, Z^n$ of the output vector $Z$ are those relevant for assessing the performance of maintenance policies, e.g., the component downtime, the unavailability, the cost associated to the maintenance policy, etc. Given the stochastic character of the processes involved in the component life, we characterize the variability of the output variables by some measures $\Xi = \Xi^1, \ldots, \Xi^n$ such as mean, percentiles, etc., Then, the maintenance policies are evaluated with respect to variables $\Xi^1, \ldots, \Xi^n$ such as the mean unavailability, the mean cost over a defined time horizon, etc. These variables are the set objectives of the optimization problem.

In this work, the hybrid MC-DSTE method proposed in [36], and further developed in [21] and [22], is adopted to propagate the uncertainty. Details of the method are given in the Appendix. For further practical and theoretical aspects, the interested readers can refer to [22], and [36]. Such a method generates multiple realizations of the uncertain parameters of the model, and computes summary measures $\Xi$ representative of the quantities $Z$. The uncertainty in the values of $\Xi$ is described in terms of Belief and Plausibility measures (see the Appendix). Hence, in the end, we get a set of pairs $\{[Bel_{\Xi^i}(\xi^i), Pl_{\Xi^i}(\xi^i)], \ldots, [Bel_{\Xi^n}(\xi^n), Pl_{\Xi^n}(\xi^n)]\}$ (Fig. 1).

The choice of using the DSTE framework to represent and propagate the uncertainty in the imprecise information retrieved from the experts about the stochastic model parameters is not new in the Reliability, Availability, Maintainability, and Safety (RAMS) field. In fact, it has been pointed out (e.g., [37]-[39]) that, in industry, reliability studies assume that the probability values are precisely known. Indeed, this condition is rarely fulfilled, especially when the component reliabilities are inferred from databases, or when components fail rarely. In fact, in the former case, the problem of imprecision becomes critical, as incoherence and incompleteness of data very often affect the data collection (e.g., [40], [41]), whereas in the latter case failure data are necessarily poor (e.g., nuclear industry, aeronautic industry, etc.). As mentioned before, the imprecision associated with this situation cannot be suitably handled by probability theory, as it underlies an epistemic uncertainty. Thus, the theory of evidence proposes an interesting, suitable formalism to handle this type of uncertainty, especially for reliability engineers as it is rather close to the theory of probability in some ways [37]. This consideration also explains the increasing use of such theory in reliability engineering.

On the other hand, the DSTE has been challenged on particular aspects by some experts in the area of safety and reliability analyses (e.g., [42]-[43]), as it seems to suffer from major drawbacks such as the computational efforts and the difficulties that may be encountered when eliciting the probability masses from a number of experts [44]-[45].

For the sake of clarity, we stress the fact that the hybrid MC-DSTE method propagates both epistemic and aleatory uncertainties, and the output $\Xi = (\Xi^1, \ldots, \Xi^n)$ encodes the epistemic uncertainty due to the parameters of the model $g$ and the noise due to the finite sample of realization of the MC method. The aleatory uncertainty is summarized in the values of $\Xi$.

Finally, notice that in Dempster’s view [46], for any measurable set $A$, the pair $[Bel_{\Xi^i}(A), Pl_{\Xi^i}(A)]$ can be interpreted as lower and upper probabilities encoded by Basic Probability Assignment (BPA). Then, we can indicate by $F_{\Xi^i}(\xi^i) = Bel_{\Xi^i}([-\infty, \xi^i])$, and $\overline{F}_{\Xi^i}(\xi^i) = Pl_{\Xi^i}([-\infty, \xi^i])$ as the lower, and upper cumulative distribution functions (CDF), respectively, such that $\forall \xi^i \in S \ F_{\Xi^i}(\xi^i) \leq F_{\Xi^i}(\xi^i) = P(\Xi^i \leq \xi^i) \leq \overline{F}_{\Xi^i}(\xi^i)$. 
Genetic Algorithms with noisy and uncertain objectives

Genetic Algorithms (GA) are now a well-established optimization tool, successfully used to address a broad variety of issues in several areas of engineering and life science [47]. In particular, GA have been used in RAMS, the discipline focus of this work, e.g., to optimize reliability allocation [48], [49], maintenance scheduling [50], risk based maintenance strategies [47], etc.

As the application of GA pervasively enters industrial contexts, and with more computational capability available, the complex realism of the optimization problems being solved by GA increases: objective functions are more complex, non-linear, and affected by uncertainty [24]. With respect to this latter aspect, on the one hand, processing of uncertainty is nowadays fundamental in industrial applications, for its impact on the decision making processes [4]. On the other hand, the issue of extending the applicability of GA to optimization problems in which the objective functions are affected by uncertainty is undoubtedly difficult [23].

A number of works have tackled optimization problems whose objective functions are expected values of random variables, i.e., affected by aleatory uncertainty. For instance, GA have been successfully used in reliability engineering to optimize plant design (e.g., [48], [49]) with respect to objective functions like system reliability or availability; such objective functions depend on the stochastic failure and repair behavior of the system components, and are evaluated as point values, typically expectations. Then, the application of GA to solve the optimization problem is straightforward.

On the contrary, the GA need to be modified when accounting for the uncertainty on the fitness values. For example, when the objective functions are computed by Monte Carlo (MC) simulation, then noise is introduced: two successive evaluations of the same solution return two different values of fitness [24]. Studies on the robustness of GA to noise have shown that satisfactory solutions of the optimization problem can be obtained also in the case of noise in the fitness values, although the GA evolution dynamics tend to slow down [24]. Research efforts have been mainly devoted to the development of methods for reducing noise and computing time [51], [52].
For example, a powerful integration of GA and MC simulation for optimizing the reliability design of complex plants has been proposed in [52]. To reduce computing time, the framework proposed in [52] exploits the fact that during the GA search the solutions (particularly the good ones) appear repeatedly in the population: if the values of fitness are stored, then statistical significance is obtained with a relatively low computational expenditure.

More recently, some approaches have been developed to solve both single-objective and multi-objective optimization problems in stochastic environments, where fitness values are affected not only by noise but also by epistemic uncertainty (e.g., [23], [27], [53]). The main issues to be addressed when extending GA to such problem settings are: i) the ranking of the solutions based on their fitness values, in the case of single objective optimization, and ii) the definition of Pareto dominance in the multi-objective case [27]. A few methods have been proposed in the literature (e.g., [23], [24], [53], [54]), based on the pair-wise comparison of the probability distributions that describe the uncertainty (i.e., noise and epistemic uncertainty, together) in the fitness values of pairs of solutions. The main limitation of these algorithms lies in the fact that epistemic uncertainty is treated exclusively within the framework of probability theory.

Extensions of GA to optimization problems in which epistemic uncertainty is not described within the probability theory framework have been proposed in the literature. For example, in [26], both objectives and constraints are described by fuzzy sets, and every member of the population belongs to each of these sets with a degree of membership. An aggregated fitness is calculated on the basis of these memberships, which is then used to rank the members of the evolving population.

A different approach has been developed in [27], where epistemic uncertainty is described in the framework of the DSTE [36], [46], [55]-[57]. There, the ranking procedure in the single objective optimization problem is based on the pair-wise comparison of the intervals that represent the uncertainty in the fitness values associated to the pair of solutions, to check whether the intervals overlap each other. The Pareto dominance definition is an extension to the multi-dimensional space of such ranking criterion.

Notice that both these latter works ([26] and [27]) give account to epistemic uncertainty, only; noise is not considered. Moreover, notice that, in the context of the present work, epistemic uncertainty refers to poor knowledge about the model parameters, which impacts the ranking of the solutions, even though two successive evaluations of the same chromosome give the same result.

3.1 Single Objective Genetic Algorithm in the DSTE framework

In this section, a general procedure for the GA is given as follows (further details can be found in [58], [59]).

**Step 1: Initialization.** Set \( t=1 \). Randomly generate \( H \) solutions to form the first population \( X^{t=1} = \{X_1,\ldots,X_H\} \). In the specific case of the maintenance optimization problem, a solution is generally a vector of decision variables such as the time interval between two successive inspections, the type of maintenance action to be performed, etc.

**Step 2: Fitness evaluation.** Evaluate the fitness of the solutions in \( X' \). In the uncertainty setting considered in this work, performing this step requires running the uncertainty propagation procedure explained in the Appendix for every solution \( X_h \in X' \) to obtain the pair \( \left[ Bel_{\xi_1}(\xi_1), Pl_{\xi_1}(\xi_1) \right] \), for \( h=1,\ldots,H \).

**Step 3: Breeding.** Generate an offspring population \( W' = \{W_1,\ldots,W_H\} \) as follows.

1. **Selection.** Choose two solutions \( X_i \) and \( X_j \) from \( X' \). Usually, this choice is based on the fitness values (e.g., standard and hybrid selection, fit-fit or fit-weak selection and mating). Notice that the selection algorithm heavily influences the performance of the GA, which is usually evaluated in terms of effectiveness (i.e., the capability of finding the optimal value), and efficiency (i.e., the speed of convergence towards the optimal solution) [60]. Generally speaking, these two attributes may be either strictly connected to each other, or even conflicting, depending on the particular optimization problem at hand. Namely, preserving the genetic diversity (e.g., random or fit-weak selection algorithms) on one side favors the effectiveness of the algorithm, as it prevents the algorithm from attaining a non-
global local minima; on the other side, it may entail poorer efficiency. On the contrary, selection policies less disruptive of the genetic codes, such as the fit-fit or the hybrid roulette, improve the algorithm efficiency by favoring the fittest individuals, but this condition may lead to non-global local minima.

II. **Crossover.** Using a crossover operator, generate offspring, and add them to $W'$.

III. **Mutation.** Mutate each solution $\{W_1,...,W_n\}$ with a predefined mutation rate.

IV. **Fitness assignment.** Evaluate the fitness value for each solution $\{W_1,...,W_n\}$.

V. **Replacement.** Based on the fitness values, select $H$ solutions from $W'$, and copy them to $X^{t+1}$ (e.g., fittest individuals or weakest individuals policies). Again, the replacement policy influences the performance of the GA in terms of effectiveness and efficiency.

**Step 4.** If the stopping criterion is satisfied, terminate the search, and return to the current population; else, set $t=t+1$, and go back to Step 3.

From this procedure, it clearly emerges that performing steps 3.I and 3.V in the uncertainty setting considered in this work requires addressing the issue of developing a ranking criterion to establish whether a solution is better or worse than the others at reaching the uncertain objective.

### 3.2 Ranking of uncertain values

The uncertainty propagation procedure recalled in Section 2 yields the fitness associated to solution $X_h$, which is represented by the pair of measures $E_{\pi^i_h}(\xi^r)$, $F_{\pi^i_h}(\xi^r)$, for $q=Q=1$, and $h=1,...,H$. Then, to evolve the search towards improved solutions, one needs to develop a method for comparing the individuals of the population on the basis of such pairs. To this aim, a novel method is proposed in this work, which is based on that developed by the authors in [68] within the probability theory framework. This method is here briefly recalled. Consider two possible solutions $X_s$ and $X_t$, and assume that the uncertainty in the corresponding values of $\xi^r$ are expressed by the random variables $\Xi^r_s$ and $\Xi^r_t$, respectively, for $q=Q=1$. Then, the distribution of the random variable $\Delta^r_s = \Delta^r_s(\Xi^r_s,\Xi^r_t) = \Xi^r_t - \Xi^r_s$ can be computed. The complement to 1 of its value in 0 (i.e., $1 - F_{\Delta^r_s}(0)$) gives the probability that $\Xi^r_t$ is larger than $\Xi^r_s$. The relation order between solutions $X_s$ and $X_t$ is obtained by comparing $1 - F_{\Delta^r_s}(0)$ to a threshold range $[T_1,1-T_1]$, symmetric around 0.5, and considering the following criteria.

- If $F_{\Delta^r_s}(0) \leq T_1$, then $X_s$ is larger than $X_t$ (i.e., $X_s$ is worse than $X_t$ in a minimization problem).
- If $1-T_1 \leq F_{\Delta^r_s}(0)$, then $X_t$ is larger than $X_s$ (i.e., $X_t$ is better than $X_s$ in a minimization problem).
- If $T_1 \leq F_{\Delta^r_s}(0) \leq 1-T_1$, then $X_s$ and $X_t$ are equivalent.

In simple words, the relation order is defined between two solutions $X_s$ and $X_t$ when the decision maker judges as large enough the probability that solution $X_s$ is better or worse than $X_t$ (e.g., >0.7).

In this work, this procedure is adapted to the case in which uncertain quantities are represented by pairs of Belief and Plausibility measures. To do this adaptation, the pair-wise based ranking method proposed in this work imports, within the uncertainty setting described in Section 2, the definition of the difference between uncertain numbers of interval arithmetic [61].

**Definition 1:** Consider two interval variables $s=[a,b]$, and $l=[c,d]$; then the difference $z=s-l=[a-d, b-c]$. 
That is, the leftmost value of \( z \) is given by the difference of the smallest value of the minuend \( s \) and the largest value of the subtrahend \( l \), whereas the rightmost value of \( z \) is given by the difference between the largest value of \( s \) and the smallest value of \( l \).

In this work, this concept is applied to the case where the bounds of the intervals in Definition 1 are CDFs instead of real points. In details, consider two uncertain variables \( \Xi_s^q \) and \( \Xi_l^q \) described by the pairs 
\[ \left[ Bel_{\Xi_s^q} \left( \left[ -\infty, \xi_s^q \right] \right), PL_{\Xi_s^q} \left( \left[ -\infty, \xi_s^q \right] \right) \right], \]
\[ \text{and} \quad \left[ Bel_{\Xi_l^q} \left( \left[ -\infty, \xi_l^q \right] \right), PL_{\Xi_l^q} \left( \left[ -\infty, \xi_l^q \right] \right) \right], \]
respectively, which are interpreted as the pairs 
\[ \left[ F_{\Xi_s^q} \left( \xi_s^q \right), F_{\Xi_s^q} \left( \xi_l^q \right) \right], \]
\[ \text{and} \quad \left[ F_{\Xi_l^q} \left( \xi_l^q \right), F_{\Xi_l^q} \left( \xi_s^q \right) \right] \]
of the lower, and upper CDFs encoded by the corresponding BPA [46]. In this respect, notice that the lower, and the upper CDFs are the rightmost, and the leftmost bounds, respectively, although they are represented as the leftmost, and rightmost, respectively, according to [46]. This representation is due to the fact that, in Dempster’s view of the evidence theory, lower and upper bounds are defined with respect to the ordinate axis.

Bearing this difference in mind, if we treat these bracketing CDFs similarly to the points \( a, b, c \), and \( d \) of the intervals in Definition 1, then we get that the upper bound of the difference \( \Xi_s^q - \Xi_l^q \) is
\[ \Delta_{ul}^q \left( \xi_s^q \right) = F_{\Xi_s^q} \left( \xi_s^q \right) - F_{\Xi_l^q} \left( \xi_l^q \right), \]
whereas the lower bound is
\[ \Delta_{sl}^q \left( \xi_l^q \right) = F_{\Xi_l^q} \left( \xi_l^q \right) - F_{\Xi_s^q} \left( \xi_s^q \right). \]

To extend the applicability of Definition 1 to the setting considered in this work, we need to prove that \( \Delta_{ul}^q \) and \( \Delta_{sl}^q \) are actually the upper (i.e., leftmost), and lower (i.e., rightmost) bounds, respectively, of the difference \( \Xi_s^q - \Xi_l^q \). That is, we have to prove that it is not possible that the difference between any distribution among those bounded by
\[ \left[ F_{\Xi_s^q} \left( \xi_s^q \right), F_{\Xi_l^q} \left( \xi_l^q \right) \right] \]
and any distribution bounded by
\[ \left[ F_{\Xi_l^q} \left( \xi_l^q \right), F_{\Xi_s^q} \left( \xi_s^q \right) \right] \]
gives rise to a distribution not bounded by
\[ \left[ \Delta_{sl}^q \left( \xi_l^q \right), \Delta_{ul}^q \left( \xi_s^q \right) \right]. \]

We here give an intuitive proof. Recall that the CDF
\[ F_{\Xi_s^q} \left( \delta^q \right) \]
of the difference \( \Delta_{ul}^q \) of two \( s \)-independent random variables \( \Xi_s^q \) and \( \Xi_l^q \) is given by the convolution of the probability density function (PDF) \( f_{\Xi_s^q} \left( \xi_s^q \right) \) and the CDF \( F_{\Xi_l^q} \left( -\delta^q \right) \); this convolution is defined as the integral that expresses the amount of overlap of \( F_{\Xi_s^q} \left( \xi_s^q \right) \) over \( f_{\Xi_s^q} \left( \xi_s^q \right) \), as \( \delta^q \) pulls backward (i.e., from right to left) the first function over the second [67]. Intuitively, the larger the distance between these two curves, the larger the value of \( \delta^q \) at which the convolution integral starts increasing. This consideration tells us that, if we subtract from \( F_{\Xi_s^q} \left( \xi_s^q \right) \) any distribution in
\[ \left[ F_{\Xi_l^q} \left( \xi_l^q \right), F_{\Xi_s^q} \left( \xi_s^q \right) \right] \]
which is shifted on the left with respect to \( F_{\Xi_s^q} \left( \xi_s^q \right) \), then we get a distribution shifted on the right with respect to \( \Delta_{ul}^q \) (i.e., the distribution we want to prove being the furthest left). With the necessary modifications, if we subtract from \( F_{\Xi_s^q} \left( \xi_s^q \right) \) any distribution in
\[ \left[ F_{\Xi_l^q} \left( \xi_l^q \right), F_{\Xi_s^q} \left( \xi_s^q \right) \right] \]
which is positioned on the right with respect to \( F_{\Xi_s^q} \left( \xi_s^q \right) \), then we get a distribution positioned on the left with respect to \( \Delta_{ul}^q \) (i.e., the distribution we want to prove being the furthest right).

For example, assume that two solutions \( X_s \) and \( X_l \) are associated to values of \( \Xi_s^q \) uniformly distributed in [3,5], and [-1,1], respectively (Fig. 2 (a), and (b)); then, the convolution of \( f_{\Xi_s^q} \left( \xi_s^q \right) \) and \( F_{\Xi_s^q} \left( -\delta^q \right) \) is zero up to \( \delta^q = 3 - 1 = 2 \) (Fig. 2 (c)). When the distance between the distributions increases, then the shift needed to have a function
overlap increases. For example, if $\Xi_q^l$ and $\Xi_q^s$ are uniformly distributed in [4,6] and [-2,0], respectively (Fig. 2 (d) and (e)), then the convolution is zero up to $\delta^q=3-0=3$ (Fig. 2(e)).

For the sake of clarity, Fig. 3 shows the amount of overlap (filled area) of the distributions $F_{\Xi_l^q}(\xi^q)$, over $f_{\Xi_l^q}(\xi^q)$, in Fig. 2 (a) and (b), respectively, when $F_{\Xi_l^q}(\xi^q)$ is shifted backward by $\delta^q=3$.

Moreover, notice that any change, even slight or partial, in the shape of any $F_{\Xi_l^q}(\xi^q)$, inevitably implies a change in the shape of the convolution integral in the same direction (bold lines in Fig. 2 (d) and (f)). This consideration entails that, even if we consider a pair of distributions $F_{\Xi_l^q}(\xi^q)$ and $F_{\Xi_s^q}(\xi^q)$, very close to the corresponding bounding CDFs, their difference is always contained in $\left[\Delta_{\text{up}}(\xi^q), \Delta_{\text{up}}(\xi^q)\right]$.

Thus, the upper bound $\Delta_{\text{up}}^q$ of the difference between variables $\Xi_q^l$ and $\Xi_q^s$ is given by $P_{\Xi_l^q} - Bel_{\Xi_l^q}$, which is the pair among all possible distributions bracketed by $\left[Bel_{\Xi_s^q}(\Xi_s^q), P_{\Xi_l^q}(\Xi_l^q)\right]$ and $\left[Bel_{\Xi_l^q}(\Xi_l^q), P_{\Xi_s^q}(\Xi_s^q)\right]$ with the smallest distance between each other, whereas the lower bound $\Delta_{\text{up}}^q$ is given by $Bel_{\Xi_l^q} - P_{\Xi_l^q}$, which is the pair of distributions with the largest distance.

**Fig. 2. Subtraction of probability distributions.**
The proposed algorithm is based on the following steps.

1. Compute two distributions:
   \[
   \Delta_u^a(\xi^a) = P_{\xi^a}([-\infty, \xi^a]) - B_{\xi^a}([-\infty, \xi^a]), \quad \text{and} \quad \\
   \Delta_u^b(\xi^b) = B_{\xi^b}([-\infty, \xi^b]) - P_{\xi^b}([-\infty, \xi^b]).
   \]

2. The relation order between variables \( X_s \) and \( X_l \) is established on the basis of the following criteria.
   i. If \( \Delta_u^a(0) \leq T_l \), then variable \( X_s \) is larger than \( X_l \).
   ii. If \( \Delta_u^a(0) \geq 1 - T_l \), then variable \( X_l \) is larger than \( X_s \).
   iii. Solutions \( X_s \) and \( X_l \) are equally important in the other cases.

\( T_l \) is the lower threshold defined above (e.g., \( T_l = 0.3 \)).

To sum up, if \( \Delta_u^a(0) \leq T_l \), then the probability that \( X_s \) is larger than \( X_l \) lies in the interval \([1-T_l, 1]\), whereas the probability of the opposite case is a value between 0 and \( T_l \). In this situation, in which we are confident on the relevance of one solution with respect to the other, it is reasonable to decide that \( X_s > X_l \).

Notice that, from an intuitive point of view, a large overlap of the pairs of curves corresponding to \( X_s \) and \( X_l \) determines their equivalence, whereas the situation in which either \( P_{\xi^s} \) and \( B_{\xi^s} \), or \( P_{\xi^l} \) and \( B_{\xi^l} \), are far away from each other implies that one solution is better than the other. Thus, the number of solutions that will be classified as equivalent is generally larger than what we would get if the uncertainty in the fitness were described by a single distribution. However, this situation does not necessarily lead to a difficulty with distinguishing between similar items.

In fact, in practical RAMS applications, there are groups of components whose fitness values (e.g., reliability, importance measures) are similar to each other, but noticeably different from those of the other groups. For example, the Authors in [64] showed practical case studies in which the system components form clusters with similar values of Birnbaum Importance Measure.

Finally notice also that, as pointed out in [64], there may be cases in which the pair-wise comparisons of three generic random variables leads to \( X_s > X_l \), and \( X_s > X_j \), but \( X_j > X_l \). This is a contradictory ranking, as the transitive property does not hold. However, it has been proven in [64] that by setting \( T_l \) smaller than \( 1/3 \), such
contradictory ranking is avoided, and at worst it can happen that $\Xi'_i > \Xi'_i$, $\Xi'_i > \Xi'_j$, and $\Xi'_j = \Xi'_j$. In this case, the three uncertain variables are considered equivalent.

The problem of the ‘contradictory’ ranking, which arises when sorting algorithms are based on pair-wise comparisons of probability distributions, did not emerge in the works of the literature that propose extensions of GA to treat noisy fitness values (e.g., [24], [23], [53]). This situation is due to the fact that assigning different ranking positions to solutions with equal fitness values does not significantly affect the effectiveness of the GA search for the optimal solution; rather, the GA efficiency (i.e., speed of convergence) may be weakened. For example, assume that the fit-fit approach is considered in the reproduction phase, and that there are $n$ solutions with equal fitness values. When we sort them in the corresponding ranking positions $i$, $i+1$, $i+n-1$, each solution occupies a rank, which depends on the sorting algorithm, or even on the particular run of the algorithm (e.g., the Quicksort algorithm may randomly choose the pivot element [65]). Now, the fit-fit algorithm selects and mates members of these $n$ solutions. This is a locally hybrid reproduction approach, which is between the fit-fit and random selection approaches, in the sense that, for those $n$ positions, and at most the two neighborhoods in positions $i-1$ and $i+n$, there is a random facet behavior entering the selection of the parents. This may be even beneficial for GA, as it combines the speed of the fit-fit technique with the capability of preserving genetic diversity, typical of the random selection method (see [58] for references). However, the systematic study to assess the impact that such local-hybridization of the selection algorithm has on efficiency and effectiveness is outside the scope of this work.

With regards to the replacement phase, similar considerations can be done for both the fittest and weakest individuals; considering equal solutions as if they were different steers the replacement approach towards a hybrid method.

Particular care should be paid to the choice of the final solution. In fact, the fitness values of the solutions are affected by uncertainty; then, when these fitness values are sorted on the basis of the proposed method, the contradictory ranking problem may arise. Thus, equivalent solutions are associated to different ranking positions. To address this issue, a sorting algorithm has been proposed in [64], which gives back the same ranking positions to all the equivalent solutions. In details, the final output of the GA comprises the last population $X' = \{X_1, \ldots, X_n\}$, and a vector $R = \{r_1, \ldots, r_n\}$, whose elements are the ranking positions of the solutions in $X'$. The same rank value may appear more than once in vector $R = \{r_1, \ldots, r_n\}$, depending on the number of equivalent solutions. In particular, we assume that the best solutions are those corresponding to $r = 1$.

3.3 Multi-objective optimization

Generally speaking, addressing multi-objective optimization problems requires some modifications to the procedure described in Section 3. In particular, the changes concern Steps 3.I and 3.V, where solutions are compared and ranked on the basis of their performance in achieving the multiple objectives. To this aim, the concept of Pareto dominance is introduced in traditional multi-objective GA (i.e., for which objectives are not affected by uncertainty or noise): assuming that all objectives $\Xi^1, \ldots, \Xi^q, \ldots, \Xi^0$ are to be minimized, a feasible solution $X_i$ is said to dominate another feasible solution $X_j$ ($X_i \succ X_j$), iff $\Xi^q_i \leq \Xi^q_j$ for all $q=1, \ldots, Q$, and $\Xi^q_j < \Xi^q_i$ for at least one $q=1, \ldots, Q$ [52], [59].

A solution is said to be Pareto optimal if it is not dominated by any other solution in the solution space. A Pareto optimal solution cannot be improved with respect to any objective without worsening at least one other objective.

The set of all feasible non-dominated solutions in $X$ is referred to as the Pareto optimal set, and for a given Pareto optimal set the corresponding objective function values in the objective space form the Pareto front.
The Pareto dominance concept is used at Step 3.I of the procedure in Section 3 in one of the following three typical dominance-based ranking methods:

- dominance rank, based on assessing the number of individuals an individual is dominated by;
- dominance depth, based on assessing which dominance front an individual belongs to; or
- dominance count, based on assessing how many individuals an individual dominates.

Step 3.V is modified by introducing an archive of vectors, each one constituted by a non-dominated solution and corresponding fitness values. This archive represents the current Pareto optimal set, which is dynamically updated at the end of each generation. The fitness values of non-dominated individuals in the current population are compared with those already stored in the archive, and the following archival rules are implemented.

- If the new individual dominates existing members of the archive, then those dominated members are removed, and a new one is added.
- If the new individual is dominated by any member of the archive, it is not stored.
- If the new individual neither dominates nor is dominated by any member of the archive, then check the following.
  - If the archive is not full, then the new individual is stored.
  - If the archive is full, then the new individual replaces the most similar one in the archive. An appropriate concept of distance is that of the Euclidean distance based on the values of the fitness values of the chromosomes normalized to the respective mean values in the archive.

### 3.3.1 Pareto dominance definition

In this section, we extend the definitions given in Section 3.3 to the case in which the fitness values associated to every solution \( h=1, \ldots, H \) are uncertain and noisy, and thus represented by a set of pairs \( \left[ Bel_{z_h} (\xi_i), PI_{z_h} (\xi_i) \right] \), \( \ldots, \left[ Bel_{z_h} (\xi^Q), PI_{z_h} (\xi^Q) \right] \).

A first consideration concerns the fact that the simple extension of the ranking criterion discussed in Section 3 to multiple objectives is not suitable, because this would lead to an even more insidious problem of contradictory ranking. In details, consider the following definition of Pareto dominance.

Definition 2: \( X_s > X_i \) iff \( \Delta^q_{0} > T_i \) for all \( q=1, \ldots, Q \), and \( \Delta^q_{0}(0) = 1 - T_i \) for at least one \( q=1, \ldots, Q \).

In simple words, \( X_s > X_i \) when \( \Xi^q_s \) is at most equal to \( \Xi^q_i \) for all \( q=1, \ldots, Q \), and there exists at least a \( q \) for which \( \Xi^q_s > \Xi^q_i \).

This definition is faulty. To prove this definition is faulty, for the sake of simplicity, we can refer to the case of \( Q=2 \). On one side, one may have \( \Delta^1_{0}(0) = 1 - T_i \) and \( T_i \leq \Delta^2_{0} \leq 1 - T_i \), which leads us to conclude that \( X_s > X_i \). On the other side, one may have also that \( \Delta^1_{0}(0) = 1 - T_i \), \( \Delta^2_{0}(0) = 1 - T_i \), and \( \Delta^1_{0}(0) > T_i \) (i.e., contradictory ranking in the first objective). Thus \( \Xi^q_s \) is equivalent to \( \Xi^q_i \), with respect to objective 1, and thus \( X_s \) does not dominate \( X_i \).

To overcome this issue, the sorting algorithm shown in [64] is first applied to every objective \( q=1, \ldots, Q \). This algorithm exploits the ranking criterion described above, and assigns the same ranking position to all the solutions that are equivalent with respect to objective \( q \) (for example, if \( H=4 \), and the second and third solutions are equivalent, then the final ranking is 1, 2, 2, 4). Then, the following definition of Pareto dominance is introduced to identify the Pareto front.
Definition 3: \( X_s > X_i \) iff \( r_q^s \leq r_q^i \) for all \( q = 1, \ldots, Q \), and \( r_q^s < r_q^i \) for at least one \( q = 1, \ldots, Q \).

\( r_q^s \), and \( r_q^i \) are the ranking positions of the solutions \( X_s \), and \( X_i \) with reference to objective \( q \), respectively.

This definition of Pareto dominance is applied both to the dominance rank criterion at Step 3.1 of the procedure in Section 3, and at Step 3.5 to update the archive of non-dominated solutions. In this respect, the size of this archive is here set large enough to avoid its filling. In fact, managing this situation calls for the development of the concept of distance between fitness values, which will be faced in future works.

4 Case study

The case study considered in this work concerns the nozzle system of a turbine installed in an Oil & Gas plant, which is made up of \( N = 22 \) similar nozzles. These nozzles are affected by a number of degradation mechanisms such as oxidation, erosion, cracking, etc. This work focuses on erosion, whose stochastic behavior is modeled by a continuous-time discrete-state transport process, which monotonously evolves within four states, \( d_i, i = 0, \ldots, 3 \) (Fig. 4). The stochastic transition time \( T_i \) from \( d_{i-1} \) to \( d_i \) is exponentially distributed, with mean \( \bar{T}_i \), for any \( i = 1, 2, 3 \). That is,

\[
F_{T_i}(t_i) = 1 - e^{-\frac{t_i}{\bar{T}_i}} \quad i = 1, 2, 3.
\]

![Fig. 4. four-states degradation process.](image)

The values of the mean transition times \( \bar{T}_i \) are not precisely known, and only understood via expert judgment. We assume that there are two experts who provide estimations of \( \bar{T}_i \), \( i = 1, 2, 3 \) on the basis of their experience. According to the approach discussed in [22], each expert gives the triplet of intervals which he or she believes contain the three unknown values \( \bar{T}_i \), \( i = 1, 2, 3 \).

In relation to this process, recall that the rate of the exponential distribution is by definition the inverse of the mean transition time, before which almost 65\% (i.e., 63.2\%) of the components of a homogeneous population have experienced a transition. Then, the expert is expected to have knowledge about the mean transition time.

Table reports the estimations provided by the experts. For example, expert 1 believes that the mean time to have a transition from \( d_0 \) to \( d_1 \) is between 10 and 11 years. Expert 2 is more optimistic and precise, believing that this transition does not occur before 10.8 years, and cannot occur after more than 11.2 years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \bar{T}_1 )</th>
<th>( \bar{T}_2 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[10,11]</td>
<td>[10.8,11.2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3,3.5]</td>
<td>[2.9,3.1]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I

Values provided by experts
A Condition-Based Maintenance (CBM) approach is applied to the nozzle system under study. Turbine efficiency is continuously monitored by processing the information provided by sensors which trace physical variables such as pressure, temperature, etc. When the efficiency value drops below a given threshold $T_E$, then the nozzle system is replaced. Replacement makes the system unavailable for $U_T=4$ days. The cost of the consequent business interruption is given by the product of the duration of the unavailability period times the annual income $I$, which is defined as the income corresponding to one turbine working continuously at full capacity for one year. In this paper, $I= 500\text{K€}$ (i.e., thousand euro). Thus, the total cost $C_R$ associated to a replacement action upon the achievement of $T_E$ is the sum of the business interruption cost due to system unavailability, and the cost $C_S=25\text{K€}$ of replacing the nozzle system.

Notice that the choice of replacing the nozzle system in the case of threshold $T_E$ achievement is justified by the maintenance operators’ lack of knowledge about the degradation state of the nozzles, and thus about the time required to fix it. Thus, on the basis of their experience, they assume that it is convenient to replace the nozzle system when efficiency loss reaches $T_E$.

The nozzle system is also periodically inspected, with period $H$. Every inspection is performed by one maintenance operator, who takes $T_{\text{insp}}=1.5$ days for carrying out the machine disassembling and re-assembling operations necessary to check the health state of the nozzles. Obviously, larger values of $H$ steer the policy towards a full exploitation of the components, and avoid ineffective machine stops. On the contrary, smaller values of $H$ yield the machine working in better health conditions with larger efficiency values. For this reason, $H$ is an important decision variable for optimizing the maintenance policy.

The duration $t(D')$ of the preventive maintenance action performed on component $\gamma$ depends on the degradation state $D'$ in which it is found. More precisely, fixing nozzles in degradation state $d_1$ requires one operator working for 0.5 day; 1 day is needed for a maintenance operator to repair nozzles in degradation state $d_2$. Finally, if a nozzle is heavily degraded (in degradation state $d_3$), then a maintenance operator takes 4 days to repair it.

From these considerations, it appears that the preventive maintenance time $T_M$ required for repairing all the $N$ nozzles is given by $T_M = \sum_{\gamma=1}^{N} t(D')$.

Table summarizes the values of the durations of the maintenance actions corresponding to the different degradation states. For the sake of brevity, we indicate by $t(D' = d_\gamma)$ the time required to fix the $\gamma$-th nozzle when it is found in degradation state $d_\gamma$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$t(D')$ [days]</th>
<th>$I_e(D')$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$D' = d_1$</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D' = d_2$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D' = d_3$</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Obviously, the system is unavailable during inspections and repairs. This unavailability causes a business interruption whose cost is given by the part of the annual income $I$ that the maintenance actions prevent from being gained. Thus, reducing the amount of time spent in repairing the nozzle system has a beneficial effect on the maintenance costs. In this respect, a larger number of maintenance operators $N_{\text{mp}}$ can be involved in repairing actions. The effect on the time reduction is given by
On the other side, reducing maintenance time has its own cost, as maintenance operators must be paid for their work. We assume that their daily cost is $C_O=500\text{€/person}$. Then, $N_{mo}$ is another decision variable that enters the optimization of the CBM policy.

Generally speaking, nozzle degradation entails a loss in turbine efficiency, whose magnitude depends on the degradation state. In this work, we assume that, when the generic nozzle $\gamma$ enters degradation state $d_i$, it causes a loss $l_E(D^\gamma = d_i)=0.5\%$ in turbine efficiency. An additional drop of 0.5% is associated to each component in degradation state $d_2$ (i.e., $l_E(D^\gamma = d_2)=0.5\%$), whereas each nozzle in state $d_1$ brings about a further, large loss of 1.2% (i.e., $l_E(D^\gamma = d_3)=1.2\%$). These data are summarized in Table 

Thus, the loss $L_E$ in turbine efficiency in a cycle (i.e., the time between two maintenance actions) is given by

$$L_E = \sum_{\gamma=1}^{N} \sum_{i=1}^{3} l_E(D^\gamma = d_i) \cdot (T_{stop} - T_i')$$

where $T_{stop}$ is the end time of the cycle (i.e., either the end of the interval $II$, or the time at which the turbine efficiency reaches the threshold $T_E$, whichever comes first), whereas $T_i'$ is the stochastic transition time $T_i$ of component $\gamma$. Notice that the simplified scheme considered in this work entails that the worst condition (i.e., the $N=22$ nozzles are all in degradation state $d_3$) determines a total loss in turbine efficiency of at most $22*(1.2+0.5+0.5)\% = 48.4\%$.

Turbine inefficiency entails a cost, which is due to the production loss with respect to the full capacity production conditions. This loss is given by the part of the annual income that inefficiency prevents from being gained. That is, $I_C = L_E \cdot I$ is the inefficiency cost in a cycle.

Finally, for clarity, all the parameters and variables of the case study, with relevant explanations, values, and formulas, are summarized in Table 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$C_O$</td>
<td>Maintenance operator daily cost</td>
<td>500\text{€}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_S$</td>
<td>Cost for replacing the nozzle system</td>
<td>25K\text{€}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_S$</td>
<td>Total Cost for replacing the nozzle system</td>
<td>$C_S + U_{R} \cdot I$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_i$</td>
<td>$i$-th degradation state</td>
<td>$i=1,\ldots, 4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D^\gamma$</td>
<td>Variable indicating the degradation state of component $\gamma$</td>
<td>$\gamma=1,\ldots, N$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_C$</td>
<td>Inefficiency cost in a cycle</td>
<td>$L_E \cdot I$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I$</td>
<td>Annual Income</td>
<td>500K\text{€}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$II$</td>
<td>Inspection Interval</td>
<td>Decision variable (Table IV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_E(D^\gamma = d_i)$</td>
<td>Loss in turbine efficiency when component $\gamma$ enters degradation state $d_i$</td>
<td>See Table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_E$</td>
<td>Loss in turbine efficiency in a cycle</td>
<td>$L_E = \sum_{\gamma=1}^{N} \sum_{i=1}^{3} l_E(D^\gamma = d_i) \cdot (T_{stop} - T_i')$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>Number of similar components in the system</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{mo}$</td>
<td>Number of maintenance operators involved in repairing actions</td>
<td>Decision variable (Table IV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t(D^r = d_i)$</td>
<td>Time to repair nozzle $\gamma$ when it is found in state $d_i$</td>
<td>See Table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_E$</td>
<td>Efficiency Threshold</td>
<td>Decision variable (Table IV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{\text{insp}}$</td>
<td>Duration of inspections</td>
<td>1.5d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_M$</td>
<td>Duration of preventive maintenance actions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{\text{stop}}$</td>
<td>Time instants at which the cycle ends</td>
<td>Either the inspection time at the end of the interval II or the time in which the turbine efficiency reaches the threshold $T_E$, whichever comes first</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_i^\gamma$</td>
<td>Stochastic transition time $T_i$ from $d_i$ to $d_{i+1}$ experienced by component $\gamma$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{T}_i$</td>
<td>Mean transition time from state $d_i$ to state $d_i$</td>
<td>Uncertain parameter (Table I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_R$</td>
<td>System Unavailability owing to the replacement task</td>
<td>4d</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.1 Results: single objective optimization

In this section, the extended GA approach proposed in this work is applied to minimize the mean system unavailability. In simple words, we are searching for the combination of the three variables $H$, $T_E$, and $N_{\text{mo}}$ that minimizes the mean system unavailability over a time horizon of 20 years.

Table reports the characteristics of the search space in which the optimal solution is searched. No further constraints are considered. Table explicitly describes the GA rules and control parameters used in this case study, as well as the setting of the parameters of the MC-DSTE method used to represent and propagate the uncertainty.

**Table IV**  
GA settings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search space</th>
<th>Number of bits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$H [y]$</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_E$</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{\text{mo}}$</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table V**  
Parameters and rules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search space</th>
<th>Population size $H$</th>
<th>Number of generations (termination criterion)</th>
<th>Selection</th>
<th>Replacement</th>
<th>Mutation probability</th>
<th>Crossover probability</th>
<th>Number of MC simulation $N_T$</th>
<th>Number of combinations of parameters $N_S$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Fit-Fit</td>
<td>Children-Parents</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table IV**  
GA settings

**Table V**  
Parameters and rules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search space</th>
<th>Hybrid MC-DSTE Method (see Appendix)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of MC simulation $N_T$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of combinations of parameters $N_S$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The results of the proposed GA method are summarized in Table, which reports the values of the decision variables corresponding to the optimal solutions of the first rank order. These results are all characterized by the large number $N_{mo}$ of operators performing the maintenance actions. This situation means that setting such decision variables to small values entails a significant worsening of the maintenance policy performance in terms of mean system unavailability. From Table, it also emerges that the minima are positioned around $II=3y$ and $4y$, and their multiples (6 and 8, respectively).

Another interesting piece of information can be discovered. Consider solutions $X_6$ and $X_7$; these solutions have the same values of $II$ and $N_{mo}$, but different values of $T_E$ (41.56 and 35.94, respectively). As significant changes in the maintenance policy performance are not expected to be encountered when $T_E$ varies in the interval [35.94, 41.56], it seems reasonable to say that the unavailability values correspond to the same setting of $II$ and $N_{mo}$ and values of $T_E$ in that the intervals are similar to each other. Fig. 5 shows the pairs $[Bel_{a^{+}}(\xi^i), Pl_{a^{+}}(\xi^i)]$ corresponding to values of $T_E=0.38$ and $T_E=0.40$, compared with those of solutions $X_6$ and $X_7$. The overlap of these curves confirms that the solutions with values of $T_E$ that lie in the interval [35.94, 41.56] are not worse than those found by GA. From this result, we can conclude that the output of the proposed GA does not include all the possible solutions of the same rank; certainly, a longer running of the algorithm would be expected to add new, more performing solutions in the final population, in substitution of those with smaller fitness values. This effect is typical of the GA global search, especially when the search space is very large; in fact, GA is a heuristic that efficiently identifies the areas of the search space in which the optimal solutions are located, thus avoiding the burden of evaluating the fitness values corresponding to every point of the search space.

### Table VI

**Set of solutions of rank 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$II$ [y]</th>
<th>$T_E$ [%]</th>
<th>$N_{mo}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$X_4$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10.62</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_5$</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>47.19</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_6$</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>44.37</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_7$</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>24.69</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_8$</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>47.19</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_9$</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>41.56</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{10}$</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>35.94</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As pointed out in Section 3.1, sorting the solutions on the basis of pair-wise comparisons may lead to the contradictory ranking issue, which calls for an additional investigation when making the final choice. As anticipated above (i.e., Section 3.2), this sorting is done by running the algorithm shown in [64] on the final population, which explicitly assigns the rank order to the elements of the population, based on a cross-check of all the pairwise relationships. From this output, we can select the solutions tagged with rank order \( r=1 \), which are the 7 solutions reported in Fig. (a-g). Notice that the execution of this algorithm is not required during the Single-Objective optimization based on the fit-fit reproduction phase. In fact, we have the vector of solutions of the current population sorted according to their fitness values, and we mate them into pairs; we don’t need to know what their rank orders are.

Notice also that Fig. (h) shows the fitness values corresponding to the first two solutions among those of the same rank order \( r=1 \). Their direct comparison would have led to conclude that the second solution is better than the first one. On the contrary, this couple of solutions are considered equivalent by the proposed GA technique. This equivalence is due to the fact that there are other solutions with fitness values in the middle of the two pairs of curves in Fig. (h). In fact, Fig. (a-g) show the 7 solutions that the pair \([\text{Bel}_{\xi}(\bar{\xi}), \text{Pl}_{\xi}(\bar{\xi})]\) associated to solution \( X_1 \) has a large overlap with \([\text{Bel}_{\xi}(\xi), \text{Pl}_{\xi}(\xi)]\), of solution \( X_3 \). According to the ranking criterion given in Section 3.2, in this situation, \( X_1 \) and \( X_3 \) have to be considered equivalent. Yet, the pair of lower and upper probability bounds corresponding to solution \( X_3 \) overlap those of solution \( X_4 \) (and then \( X_3 \) is equivalent to \( X_4 \)), which is itself equivalent to \( X_2 \).

On this basis, further criteria not accounted for in the maintenance model, as they are difficult to be quantified (e.g., perceived reliability, difficulties in organizing the maintenance teams, etc.), can be considered to identify the best solution among those belonging to the best cluster.
The main limitation of the algorithm lies in the large computational times required. As pointed out in [22], these times mainly depend on the number $N_T$ of MC trials, and the number $N_i$ of combinations of parameters, which itself depends on the number $B$ of focal sets; see the Appendix. To reduce the algorithm running time, the solution opposite to that considered in [52] has been implemented in this case study: the uncertainty propagation procedure is performed only once, at the first time the solution enters the current population, with statistical significance; the corresponding fitness values are evaluated and recorded, so that they can be re-used when the same solution appears again. This computational choice can be memory demanding. For example, in the present case study, 860 solutions out of the $8^*16^*32=4096$ possible solutions in the search space have been handled by the algorithm. The size of the array storing the corresponding fitness is (860, 2, 150), where 2 refers to the two measures $Pl$ and $Bel$, and 150 is the number of bins partitioning the mean unavailability axes. Obviously, the larger the number of fitness values, and the larger the search space, the larger the memory required. Then, the method here proposed to reduce the computational times needs to be traded off against that developed in [52], depending on the specific application. This issue will be tackled in future works.

In the setting described above, the CPU time required by the algorithm implemented in Matlab is 10 hours on a Pentium Dual Core (1.73GHz). This performance can be heavily improved by coding the algorithm in a non-interpretable language such as C++, Fortran, etc.

4.2 Results: Multi-objective optimization
The results relevant to the multi-objective case study are summarized in Table 1, which reports the Pareto optimal set. Some differences emerge with respect to the solutions of the single-objective optimization case (Table 1). Namely, the solutions of the Pareto front are shifted towards smaller values of the inspection interval $II$; for
example, the solutions with $II=6$ & $II=8$, which are contained in Table , do not belong to the Pareto front. This condition is due to the fact that less frequent inspections on one side allow saving repair time, but on the other side they entail a loss in the turbine efficiency, with a consequent loss of money. This latter aspect is not taken into account in the single-objective optimization.

Moreover, with respect to Table , the solutions corresponding to $II=3$ & $II=3.25$ are associated with smaller values of $T_E$ in the Pareto front. This difference stems from the fact that, if one chooses to stop the machine more frequently (smaller values of $II$), then setting larger values of the threshold $T_E$ (decrement in the turbine efficiency) becomes anti-economic. In turn, the advantage of the multi-objective optimization is that two drivers (i.e., unavailability and cost), instead of just one, enter the decision making process.

Notice that the Pareto front cannot be plotted, as two pairs of distributions are associated to every solution of the Pareto optimal set.

Notice also that the computational times relevant to the multi-objective setting are similar to those of the single objective setting. In fact, the sorting algorithm, whose application is here doubled, does not take significant amounts of time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table VII</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pareto optimal set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$II$ [y]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To highlight the contribution of the proposed method, we have also run the standard GA available in Matlab, in the case in which the model parameters are not affected by uncertainty and take the values $\tilde{T}_1 = 11, \tilde{T}_2 = 3, \tilde{T}_3 = 2$. The algorithm converged to the Pareto set, which turned out to be made up of one point only: $II=2.87, T_E = 29.2\%, N_{mo} = 7.07$. Fig. 6 shows the corresponding Pareto front, indicated by the star. This result allows making two considerations, as follows.

- The traditional GA technique suffers from the risk of providing incomplete Pareto fronts; even if additional investigations were done on how to set the algorithm parameters, one would not get the certainty of having found all the points of the Pareto front [69]. Fig. 6 shows, indicated by circles, the points of the front corresponding to the optimal set in Table , as they would have been calculated in the setting with no uncertainties in the degradation model parameters. Now, two out of these 6 points, indicated by bold circles, do not dominate the star point, and thus belong to the Pareto front, but they are not found by the GA.

- Accounting for the uncertainty in the model parameters gives the possibility of considering additional solutions to the maintenance optimization problem, which would have been otherwise disregarded. In general, the larger the cardinality of the Pareto front, the larger the number of decision alternatives, and the more informed the final decision. Certainly, a method to select a solution from the Pareto front is needed to complete the study. For example, preference-based techniques ([70]) can be adopted to manipulate the Pareto front, which allow introducing additional conditions (i.e., lexical constraints introduced by the decision maker), or considering just the extreme solutions of the front (i.e., those corresponding to the smallest values of the single objectives), or considering compromise solutions. This issue will be tackled in future works.
5 Conclusions

In this work, a novel approach has been proposed to extend GA for applications in which the objective functions depend on stochastic processes described by distributions whose parameters are imprecisely known, and only through information elicited from experts. Technically, this situation introduces noise and uncertainty in the optimization problem.

A novel ranking method has been developed to address single-objective problems under this uncertainty setting, and a novel definition of Pareto dominance has been provided for the multi-objective optimization. Particular attention has been given to the problem of the contradictory ranking, especially in the multi-objective case, which has been disregarded by other works in the literature. This issue requires an additional analysis by the decision maker for selecting the best solution, possibly on the basis of an additional distinctive criterion.

The proposed algorithm has been applied to a practical case study concerning the optimization of the maintenance policy of the nozzle system of an oil & gas turbine. This example shows the potential of the technique, and its limitations, the main one being the computational times required. In this respect, although a computational solution has been implemented to reduce the algorithm running time, additional effort will be dedicated in future works to devise further methods for reduction.

Future works will focus also on the development of a sharing technique in the considered uncertainty setting, to prevent the population evolution against the loss of genetic diversity [58].

6 Appendix

Every expert is asked to provide the interval that he or she believes contains the true value of the uncertain parameter. For the sake of clarity, we specify that the number of experts involved in the quantification of the $p$–th
parameter $\theta^{i:p}$ of the $j$-th random variable $Y^j$ is indicated by $e^{i:p}$; and the interval $I^{i:p}$ provided by the $i$-th expert is identified by its lower, and upper bounds $l_{\theta^{i:p}}$ and $u_{\theta^{i:p}}$, respectively.

According to the procedure proposed in [36], the evidence space defining the generic uncertain parameter $\theta^{i:p}$ is indicated as $(S^{i:p}, I^{i:p}, m^{i:p})$, and is defined by assuming that the sets $I^{i:p}$, $i=1,...,e^{i:p}$ constitute the focal elements. Thus, $S^{i:p}$ is the domain of the $p$-th parameter, whereas the set of focal elements $I^{i:p} = \{ I^{i:p}_j, i=1,...,e^{i:p} \}$. Finally, the BPA associated to a particular focal element $I^{i:p}_j$ is given by

$$m^{i:p} = Kr(I^{i:p})/e^{i:p}.$$  \hfill (1)

The model $g$ depends on a number $Nu$ of parameters affected by epistemic uncertainties, where $Nu = \sum_{j=1}^{k} M^j$; for convenience, these parameters are organized in the vector $\Theta = \Theta^{1,1}, ..., \Theta^{1,k_M}, ..., \Theta^{2,1}, ..., \Theta^{2,k_M}, ..., \Theta^{k,1}, ..., \Theta^{k,k_M}$. Hence, $g$ maps points of a $Nu$-dimensional space into an $O$-dimensional space; this mapping entails that the first step to propagate the uncertainty is to build an evidence space on such $Nu$-dimensional space.

According to [36], the evidence space $(S_0, I, m_0)$ characterizing the uncertainty in this multi-dimensional space of $\Theta$ is constructed on the basis of the mono-dimensional evidence spaces of the single parameters of $\Theta$. Specifically, $S_0$ is the set containing the points $\Theta = [\Theta^{1,1}, ..., \Theta^{k,M^k}]$ that belong to the Cartesian product of the sample spaces of the $Nu$ uncertain parameters; that is, $\{ \Theta | \Theta = [\Theta^{1,1}, ..., \Theta^{k,M^k}] \in S^{1,1} \times ... \times S^{k,M^k} \}$. The set of focal elements is $I = \{ E | E \in I^{1,1}_1 \times ... \times I^{1,M^1}_k \in S^{1,1} \times ... \times S^{k,M^k} \}$, of cardinality $B$. Under the assumption that the parameters of $\Theta$ are stochastically independent, $m_0$ is defined in analogy to the case of probability spaces, where the probability of the combination of events pertaining to different spaces is given by the product of the probabilities of the single events; that is,

$$m_{\hat{y}}(E) = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll} \prod_{j=1}^{k} m^{i:p}(I^{i:p}) & \text{if } E = I^{1,1}_1 \times ... \times I^{1,M^1}_k \in I \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{array} \right.$$  \hfill (2)

being $I^{i:p} \in \{1,...,e^{i:p}\}$.

The methodology to propagate the uncertainties from $\Theta$ to $\Xi$ consists of the following steps [36].

1. Define a probability distribution $d$ on $S_1$ to be used for generating a sample $\Theta = [\Theta^{1,1}, ..., \Theta^{k,M^k}]$ of $\Theta$. One way is to define the distributions $d^{i:p}(\Theta^{i:p})$ for sampling in each $S^{j:p}$, $j=1,...,k$, and $p=1,...,M^j$; assuming statistical independence between the parameters, the distribution $d(\Theta)$ for sampling $\Theta$ is then defined as $d(\Theta) = \prod_{j=1}^{k} d^{j:p}(\Theta^{j:p})$. The construction of the distributions $d^{i:p}(\Theta^{i:p})$ is based on the assumption that the sets $I^{i:p}$ contained in $I^{i:p}$ can be treated as discrete outcomes with probabilities $P(I^{i:p}) = m^{i:p}(I^{i:p})$. Conditional on its occurrence, a uniform distribution $U^{i:p}(\Theta^{i:p})$ over $I^{i:p}$ is considered. Then, the density function associated with $(S^{i:p}, I^{i:p}, m^{i:p})$ is given by

$$d^{i:p}(\Theta^{i:p}) = \sum_{i=1}^{e^{i:p}} m^{i:p}(I^{i:p})U^{i:p}(\Theta^{i:p})$$  \hfill (3)
where $G^{f,p} \in S^{f,p}$, with the convention that $U^{f,p}(G^{f,p}) = 0$ if $G^{f,p} \notin I^{f,p}$. In turn, the distribution $d^{f,p}$ is, for every value $G^{f,p}$, the weighted mean of the values of the uniform distributions $U^{f,p}(G^{f,p})$, where the weights $m^{f,p}$ are the number of experts that agree on including the value $G^{f,p}$ among the possible values of the ill-known parameter $\theta^{f,p}$.

2. Generate a random or Latin hypercube sample from the $Nu$-dimensional space $\Theta$, coherently with the distribution defined in the previous step 1. This generation is done by sampling, for each $j = 1,...,k$, two uniform random numbers $r_1$ and $r_2$ from the half-closed interval $[0,1)$; the first number $r_1$ is used to select a set $I^{f,p}$ with probability $m^{f,p}(I^{f,p})$, whereas $r_2$ is used to select, via the inverse transform method [66], a value $G^{f,p}$ in consistency with the definition of the density function $U^{f,p}$.

3. Each sample of $\Theta$ gives rise to a probability space characterizing the aleatory uncertainty in the output $Z$. In practice, once the values of the parameters in $\Theta$ have been fixed, one can perform a standard MC propagation of the uncertainty affecting the stochastic variables $Y_j$, $j=1,\ldots,k$ to obtain the uncertainty on the output variables $Z^o$, $o=1,\ldots,O$. This action requires simulating the model behavior a large number $N_T$ of times. Because probability spaces are too complex to be considered graphically or numerically as single, distinct entities, various summary measures (e.g., mean, percentiles, etc.) that can be derived from the definition of a probability space are often used to lump the information of the space. Such measures are computed in this step, and form the output vector $\tilde{\Xi}=(\Xi^1,\ldots,\Xi^Q)$.

4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 a large number of times $N_S$. Notice that the number $B$ of focal sets in $I$ influences the choices of $N_S$ [22].

5. Estimate the Plausibility, and Belief measures, respectively $Pl_{\Xi^q}(]-\infty,\xi^q])$, and $Bel_{\Xi^q}(]-\infty,\xi^q])$, of the $\Xi^q$ components of $\Xi$, $q=1,\ldots,Q$. This estimation is done by identifying for every $\xi^q$ the set $INV(\Xi^q) = \{E \subset I : E \cap \Xi^q^{-1}(]-\infty,\xi^q]) \neq \emptyset\}$, i.e., we first search the points $\Theta=[\Theta^1,\ldots,\Theta^{I,M,s}]$ of the multi-dimensional space $S_{\Xi}$ which determine probability spaces whose measure $\Xi^q$ (e.g., mean) falls in the interval $]-\infty,\xi^q]$. Then, we identify the subsets $E$ of $I$ which these points belong to. On this basis, the Plausibility, and Belief measures are computed as

$$Pl_{\Xi^q}(]-\infty,\xi^q]) = \sum_{E \in INV(\Xi^q)} m_t(E), \quad (4)$$

and

$$Bel_{\Xi^q}(]-\infty,\xi^q]) = 1 - Pl_{\Xi^q}(]-\infty,\xi^q]) \quad (5)$$

being $Pl_{\Xi^q}(\xi^q) = \sum_{E \in INV(\Xi^q)} m_t(E)$ the Plausibility of the interval $]\xi^q,\infty[\ ($i.e., the complement of $]-\infty,\xi^q]$), and the set $INV(\Xi^q) = \{E \subset I : E \cap \Xi^q^{-1}(]\xi^q,\infty[\) \neq \emptyset\}$.
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